
Marine: 
Your risk partner



A strong client focus, an emphasis 
on teamwork, unwavering integrity, 
mutual respect and a constant 
striving for excellence are the values 
at the core of the new Willis Towers 
Watson organisation.

A truly compelling combination

Willis Towers Watson colleagues can be found 
all around the world:

39,000 
colleagues

in  
120+ countries

Scale, diversity 
and financial 

strength  
USD 8.2 billion 

revenue

A deep history
 dating back 

to 1828

North America: 36%

Great Britain: 16%
Western Europe: 18%

International: 30%

Total: 39,000

Our distinct, connected perspective across talent, 
assets and ideas unlocks potential for our clients. 
While many just look at mitigating the downside, 
we see how a unified approach to people and risk 
is a path to growth.

Powered by market analytics and behavioural insight, 
our integrated teams reveal hidden value within the 
critical intersections of our clients’ organisations. 
We design and deliver solutions that manage risk, 
optimise benefits, cultivate talent, and expand the 
power of capital to protect and strengthen institutions 
and individuals.

We aim to be the leading global advisory, broking 
and solutions company. We have relationships with:

85% of the  
U.S. Fortune 1000

90% of the  
Global Fortune 500
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Willis Towers Watson Marine

�� A world leading Marine broker delivering innovative 
solutions since 1828

�� 400 professionals worldwide dedicated to Marine 
insurance and the largest Marine team in London 

�� USD 3 billion of Marine premiums placed worldwide 

��   3,000 Marine clients globally

�� Significant experience in placing and servicing 
some of the most complex risks in the market 

�� Dedicated in-house claims expertise, including 
a separate adjusting team

�� Service excellence evidenced by a client 
retention rate of 92%

�� We are constantly striving to improve and innovate 
to continue to lead the market and attract the 
best talent

�� Our team will work as an extension of your risk 
team, working collaboratively to ensure we match 
the right technical, advisory and claims resources 
within Willis to your needs, to complement your 
in-house resources

��   In depth expertise in all Marine areas including: 
Hull, Protection & Indemnity, Charterers’ Liabilities, 
Marine Liabilities, Defence, Cargo, Marine Property, 
Ports and Terminals, Shipyards, Builders risks, 
Loss of Hire / Business Interruption, War, Strikes, 
Captive strategies, Energy related risks, contractual 
extensions, CGL etc.

400 specialist Marine 
professionals globally

USD 3 billion of 
Marine premiums 

Over 3,000  
clients globally

Largest Marine 
and P&I teams 
in London
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Wide range 
of relevant 
backgrounds 
and skills
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About Willis Towers Watson
Willis Towers Watson (NASDAQ: WLTW ) is a leading global advisory, broking and 
solutions company that helps clients around the world turn risk into a path for 
growth. With roots dating to 1828, Willis Towers Watson has 39,000 employees 
in more than 120 countries. We design and deliver solutions that manage risk, 
optimise benefits, cultivate talent, and expand the power of capital to protect and 
strengthen institutions and individuals. Our unique perspective allows us to see  
the critical intersections between talent, assets and ideas — the dynamic formula 
that drives business performance. Together, we unlock potential. Learn more  
at willistowerswatson.com. 

Ben Abraham 
CEO, Marine  
t: +44 (0)20 3124 7786 
e: Ben.Abraham@willistowerswatson.com 
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